HPSE enhancer RNA promotes cancer progression through driving chromatin looping and regulating hnRNPU/p300/EGR1/HPSE axis.
Recent studies reveal the emerging functions of enhancer RNAs (eRNAs) in gene expression. However, the roles of eRNAs in regulating the expression of heparanase (HPSE), an established endo-β-D-glucuronidase essential for cancer invasion and metastasis, still remain elusive. Herein, through comprehensive analysis of publically available FANTOM5 expression atlas and chromatin interaction dataset, we identified a super enhancer and its derived eRNA facilitating the HPSE expression (HPSE eRNA) in cancers. Gain-of-function and loss-of-function experiments indicated that HPSE eRNA facilitated the in vitro and in vivo tumorigenesis and aggressiveness of cancer cells. Mechanistically, as a p300-regulated nuclear noncoding RNA, HPSE eRNA bond to heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein U (hnRNPU) to facilitate its interaction with p300 and their enrichment on super enhancer, resulting in chromatin looping between super enhancer and HPSE promoter, p300-mediated transactivation of transcription factor early growth response 1 (EGR1), and subsequent elevation of HPSE expression. In addition, rescue studies in HPSE overexpressing or silencing cancer cells indicated that HPSE eRNA exerted oncogenic properties via driving HPSE expression. In clinical cancer tissues, HPSE eRNA was highly expressed and positively correlated with HPSE levels, and served as an independent prognostic factor for poor outcome of cancer patients. Therefore, these findings indicate that as a novel noncoding RNA, HPSE eRNA promotes cancer progression through driving chromatin looping and regulating hnRNPU/p300/EGR1/HPSE axis.